SUPERIOR DOCK SOLUTIONS FOR TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENTS

SUPERIOR SOLUTIONS FOR LOADING AND UNLOADING
Stertil Dock Products develops and supplies superior customised solutions for distribution centres and warehousing all over the world. Our solutions are the result of long-term experience, continuous investment in innovation and commitment to the distribution industry. Stertil Dock Products offers complete solutions with optimum insulation during loading and unloading for the food industry with its specific requirements of temperature control and hygiene. This combines a smooth and safe loading and unloading process with comprehensive protection against external temperatures, drafts, dust, insects and vermin.

**DOCKING WITHOUT OPENING DOORS**

The Stertil Closed Door Docking principle has many advantages, and contributes to an optimal climate control before, during and after the loading and unloading process.
AIRTIGHT SEAL WITH THE INFLATABLE SHELTER

WI-Series Inflatable Dock Shelters
- Virtually seamless sealing due to inflatable top and side cushions
- Integrated inflatable corner cushions
- Maximum flexibility for various vehicle formats
- Inflation time approx. 15 sec., Idle time approx. 20 sec.
- Loading opening remains completely free
- Robust construction with protective curtains
- With double marking for the approaching driver

WIS-Series Inflatable Dock Shelters with side curtains
This type combines an inflatable Cordura® upper cushion with PVC or POWERFLEX® curtains to close the sides. Ideal for situations where the vehicle height varies greatly. Furthermore, the same unique advantages as the WI-Series.

GALVANISED STEPPED FRAME LEVELLER WITH TELESCOPIC SLIDING LIP

X-Series Dock Leveller
- Infinitely adjustable telescopic lip length
- Variable lip lengths up to 1,000 mm
- Smooth and safe transition from vehicle floor to platform floor
- Ideally suited for final loads
- Equipped with “Auto Return”
- Easy to bring in position by means of simple operation
- Keeps stock hermetically sealed and not exposed to external factors
- Galvanised steel to prevent wear and corrosion

Ideal shelter for temperature controlled warehouses and distribution centres

Galvanized lowered front

Completely sealed with docked vehicle

Unique sliding lip
COMPLETE LOADING BAY Dock ACCESSORIES

Adjustable PE-M Bumpers
• Prevents damage to vehicle or warehouse buildings and doors
• Very durable PE-M bumper with galvanised frame
• Convenient guided mechanical releasing

COMBILOK® Vehicle Blocking System
• Safest system on the market
• Prevents premature departure during loading and unloading
• Prevents ‘crawling’ of the vehicle after docking
• Integrated wheel guides

Traffic Lights
• Increased visual safety to driver and warehouse personnel
• Can be synchronised with warehouse door
• Linkable to position of the overhead door

Platform Lights
• Increased visibility and safety inside the vehicle trailer

Stertil Dock Products Specialists
Let Stertil Dock Products advise you on an integral solution for your warehousing.
A superior solution that meets the strictest requirements of temperature control and hygienic insulation, in accordance with the “BREEAM Outstanding” building standards.